
MANUFACTURERS UNDER ONE ROOF FOR:

FLEXIBLE PACKAGING AND FLEXIBLE LINING PRODUCTS

BIG BAGS/FIBC LENO MESH BAGS

T-RIB LINING SHEETS

GEOTEXTILES & GEOBAGSWARNING TAPE

HDPE/PP/ABS/HIPS SHEETS



ABOUT US

INFRASTRUCTURE

Headquartered at Gandhinagar, Gujarat in India

An ISO 9001:2008 certified company 

Inception of the group in the year 1987

Played a signifcant role in the flexible packaging industry

Diversification of business over the years to provide sharper focus to key

 business segments

Known amongst the most prominent manufacturers and exporters of a 

comprehensive assortment of flexible packaging and flexible lining products

Entire product range marketed under the brand ‘SINGHAL’

Already exporting to different countries in various continents such as USA, 

France, Germany, Poland, Italy, Mozambique, Nigeria, Thailand etc.

Our group has built a huge and well equipped infrastructure base that is 

supported with cutting edge technology workshop and highly advanced tape-

plant and loom machineries. We have further divided infrastructural facility into 

various departments such as procurement, production, quality control, 

warehousing & packaging, sales & marketing, etc. Working of these departments is 

carried out by our very intelligent and highly qualified professionals, who ensure 

hassle free operations. Our manufacturing unit is well assembled with the 

sophisticated machinery and the latest technology that assists us to undertake 

ample orders of clients and supply them within the committed time frame. All our 

team members work round the clock in order to accomplish the aims of the 

organization



PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED :

BIG BAGS/FIBC

LENO MESH BAGS

PP WOVEN BAGS

GEOTEXTILES & GEO-BAGS

We are well-equipped to manufacture various combinations of tailor-made big bags 

of the following types:

BUILDER BAG    - BAFFLE BAGS

TOP SPOUT/BOTTOM SPOUT    - TOP SKIRT/BOTTOM SPOUT

BIG BAGS WITH LINER    - DOUBLE LAYER BAGS

DUSTPROOF & DOUBLE DUSTPROOF     - VENTILLATED BAGS

UN BAGS    - AND MANY MORE

One of the largest manufacturers of PP Leno Mesh Bags in India. Various options 

available such as :

Variety of Colour Combinations such as Yellow, Pink, Red, Orange, Green etc.

Available with and without drawstring on top

Various width and length options available

Various mesh options available

We are capable of manufacturing PP Woven bags for various sectors'packing of: 

      CEMENT     FERTILIZER

      DE-OILED CAKE         SUGAR

      FOOD GRAIN      DANGEROUS GOODS 

      UN BAGS ETC

Geotextiles are polymer-based synthetic products, which are used with rock, soil, or 

other geotechnical-engineering-related material to reinforce soil, prevent soil 

movement, separate soil and control water pressure. "SINGHAL" brand Geotextiles 

can be used and customized in three forms

      Geotextiles fabric lining

Geo-tubes lining

Geo-bags lining 

      

      



WARNING TAPE

HDPE/PP/ABS/HIPS SHEETS

Used to lay above the underground pipelines and cables for protection purpose
- Available in variety of bright colours such as Tellow, Orange, Green etc.
- Available in various thicknesses ranging from 100 Microns to 12 MM
- With non-deletable printing
- Resistant to alkalies and acids

Solid Sheets re used in various sectors such as:
- CASING OF AUTOMOBILES
- LINING OF REFRIGERATORS
- LINING OF SUITCASES
- THERMOFORMING TO PRODUCT VARIETY OF PRODUCTS ETC.

These sheets are availbale in variety of colours such as White, Yellow, Blue, Black etc as per 
the requirements of clients

QUALITY SYSTEM IN SINGHAL GROUP:
- Accords the highest emphasis on quality 
- Invested significantly in procuring high-end technologies that ensure the maximum level of process 

compliance and product quality.
- Regularly adapted latest technologies available in the market.
- We share qualit responsibility with all our stakeholders such as suppliers, vendors and third parties dealing 

with us
- Quality Assurance Team available round the clock to handle and assess minute details before proceeding to 

the next level
- Compliant with all the Government regulations in force and are committed to high ethical standards in our 

practices
-  Our belief: “Growth and profits are the by-product of the quality that we deliver.”

HDPE "T" GRIP LINERS
The "T" Grip Lining Sheets are used particularly for the lining of the Concrete pipes from inside to 
save  the pipe from various types of hydrogen gases, alkalies and chemicals during the passage of 
water.
The use of this product enhances the life of the pipes almost upto 100 years, as compared to 
the traditional design pipes having life of 25 years only. Some of the technicalities are as 
follows:
- Made of High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) Material
- Can be easily installed with the help of automatic production machine of pipes
- Having greater strength helps the pipe to sustain pressure
- No water absorption rate at all
- Used in Precast Concrete Pipes, Box Culverts, Bleach Storage Tanks etc

Block No. 1547, B/h. Mukat Group, Khatraj-Kalol Road, Vill: Moti Bhoyan, Gujarat - INDIA. 
Tel: +91-9662509010, I-Fax: +91-22-29167169, Email : info@singhalgroup.in, www.singhalgroup.in

tushar@singhalgroup.in, pulkit@singhalgroup.in, marketing@singhalgroup.in

Corporate Office & Manufacturing Premises : 
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